Abstract: Visual impacts are common in dimension stone exploitation as a result of the excess of raw material abandoned in the vicinity of quarries, mainly when the fracture characteristics do not allow large blocks to be obtained. Quarry management is extremely dependent on natural block size.
Rock material properties, joint characteristics, and degree of jointing are the more important parameters in rock mass behaviour. For profitable quarrying a rock mass with an appropriate degree of jointing is essential (Selonen et al. 2000; Carvalho et al. 2008) . Degree of jointing comprises the density of joints (measured as joint-set spacing, block size, rock quality designation), the block shape or jointing pattern, and the orientation of joint set or main discontinuities (Palmström 1996) . Studies of the degree of jointing by means of block size evaluation are frequently found in research papers (Hudson & Priest 1979; Toyos et al. 1994; Lu & Latham 1999; Palmström 2001 Palmström , 2005 Wang et al. 2003; Sonmez et al. 2004; Kalenchuk et al. 2006; Latham et al. 2006 ), but there are few studies dealing with dimension stone (Taboada et al. 2006; Nikolayev et al. 2007; Prissang et al. 2007; Sousa 2007; Carvalho et al. 2008) .
Several methods were proposed to evaluate the jointing degree of rock masses. Pettifer & Fookes (1994) proposed the fracture spacing index, I f , expressed by fractures per metre or mean spacing, estimated after spacing measures along two perpendicular scan-line surveys. Castaing & Rabu (1981) defined the structural parameter taking into consideration the number of discontinuities per metre and the number of joint sets with the exclusion of the sub-horizontal jointing. The volumetric joint count, J v (ISRM 1978) , defined as the sum of the number of discontinuities per metre in a perpendicular direction for each discontinuity set, is frequently used in block size assessment, and is given by the equation
where N is the number of discontinuities and L is the length of scan-line in a perpendicular direction for each discontinuity set present (1, 2 and 3). When the mean joint spacing is obtained, J v is calculated as follows (Palmström 1982) :
where S 1 , S 2, and S 3 are the mean joint spacing, obtained by measuring in a perpendicular direction to each discontinuity set (1, 2 and 3). Palmström (2000) included random joints by using the equation
where Nr is the number of random joints. For heavily jointed rock masses, Sonmez & Ulusay (2002) proposed the equation
where D n is the estimated number of joint sets and S is the average size of the blocks. D n is estimated by counting the number of surfaces of natural rock blocks. According to the J v value, it is possible to obtain an idea about the dimension of rock blocks delimited by natural fractures (Table 1) . Large blocks are necessary in the dimension stone industry, and therefore J v must be <3.0. Munõz de la Nava et al. (1989) and García (1996) established 2.0 as the J v threshold for obtaining blocks with appropriate size, and Sousa (2007) used this index for comparing the jointing characteristics between several places. Correct estimation of block size is extremely important in the quarry exploration stage, as there is a narrow line between success and failure.
From the literature, the importance of several parameters for block size assessment is evident; these include number of joint sets and discontinuity spacing (Nefeslioglu et al. 2006) . However, some uncertainties in block size estimation are evident when areas with different jointing have similar values and vice versa. Parameters such as distribution of spacing data, different number of spacing data in joint sets, angles between joint sets, and random joints are some reasons for such uncertainties. The stone industry requires large blocks and the risk in block size assessment must be eliminated or reduced to minimum levels.
Joint spacing commonly has a lognormal or exponential distribution (Priest 1993) . Therefore, the calculation of block size based on mean spacing will cloud the results. Usually one joint set is predominant but no weighting of joint sets is considered, so the J v value does not reflect accurately the block size. Two sub-vertical and perpendicular joint sets are the ideal jointing pattern for quarrying, and deviations from this condition should be considered in block size assessment. Random joints affect the recovery rate of the mineral deposit, but their importance is not related to only the number of joints, and the recovery index should reflect this fact.
In this study, the influence of the parameters mentioned above is evaluated, and approaches are defined to overcome the usual limitations found when block size index is used for granite exploration. Weighted Jointing (WJ) is defined to reduce or avoid the uncertainties and restrictions summarized above. WJ was applied in selected outcrops and quarries for 10 granites in NE Portugal.
Granites studied and methods
The studied rocks in NE Portugal are medium-to coarse-grained post-tectonic and syntectonic granites of the third phase of the Hercynian orogeny (Fig. 1) . Some have a porphyritic texture (Sousa et al. 2005) , and some have been exploited for dimension stone (Sousa 2000) .
The exploration stage in the dimension stone industry is often neglected because of both the cost and the lack of an appropriate method. Usually it is not possible to study the rock mass by drill core because the low price of the raw material forbids the use of expensive techniques, and thus it is necessary to obtain all the fracture information from surface observation. The fracture traces were measured in several outcrops of the studied granites. Obviously the sub-horizontal jointing is not accessible in superficial surveys and was not considered in this study. Horizontal joints originate by release of pressure, and follow the present erosion level, whereas the developing fissures decrease at depth (Marit et al. 2009; Ren & Nie 2009) . Massive granites show a decrease in the sub-horizontal jointing at depth (Carlsson & Olsson 1978; Blès & Feuga 1981; Dutartre 1982; Marre 1986; Hisanaga et al. 1993) and therefore these joints are not prejudicial to rock exploitation (Sousa 2000 (Sousa , 2007 Morais 2003) . The author has no knowledge of quarries abandoned because of an abnormal density of horizontal joints, and the exploitation will be feasible if the other joint characteristics are favourable. According to the data obtained in granite quarries of NE Portugal (Sousa 2000 (Sousa , 2007 Morais 2003) , the joints are mostly sub-vertical and the joint trace is a consistent measure of the joint direction. Consequently, the method used is appropriate, as error is neglected when the perpendicular distance between fracture traces is considered instead of the distance between fracture planes.
A total of 80 outcrops and 14 quarries were selected where a detailed jointing study was carried out by observation of joint traces, according to the method employed by Sousa (2007) . In the selected outcrops an area of at least 50 m 50 m was selected (some are as large as 100 m 50 m), whereas in quarries only the slope faces were accessible. In the studied areas, the set identification and spacing measures allow us to identify the orientation of joint sets, the spacing data for each set, and the presence of random joints. The conventional scan-line survey is widely used (Escuder Viruete et al. 2001; Latham et al. 2006; Carvalho et al. 2008) but is problematic when the joint sets have a non-random distribution because of the orientation sampling biases. The method used requires some practice in joint trace observation and a large amount of fieldwork, but gives a clear image of the jointing pattern and eliminates the orientation sampling biases of linear surveys. Based upon orientation data, joints were grouped in sets, and the spacing data were associated with these joint sets. Usually the joints in the studied granites belong to distinguishable sets, so that the detailed work proposed by Jimenez-Rodrigues & Sitar (2006) for joint-set identification was not necessary. When a joint set has few spacing data, the joints are classified as random. A total of 3944 spacing data obtained were grouped in 175 joint sets, and random joints provided 952 spacing data.
Weighted Jointing
The definition of the WJ was achieved by analysis of the parameters that influence the assessment of block size. We analysed these parameters considering the literature review and the data obtained in this study, and describe the results in the following sections.
Joint spacing distribution
The assessment of block size according to Palmström (1982) (equation (2)) is based on mean joint spacing of the joint sets recognized in the rock mass. Joint-spacing distribution of overall spacing data of studied granites best fits the lognormal distribution as represented in Figure 2 . Similar distributions (i.e. exponential, logarithmic and gamma) are found when I analyse the spacing data from each studied place and from each joint set. These joint spacing distributions are common in the literature (Priest & Hudson 1976 Hudson & Priest 1979; Kulatilake et al. 1993; Priest 1993; Hudson & Harrison 1997; Wines & Lilly 2002; Nefeslioglu et al. 2006; Rafiee & Vinches 2008; Kalenchuk et al. 2008) and therefore the mean spacing is not the best parameter to characterize the average of the distribution. When the distributions have an excess of high or low values, the mean does not reflect the central tendency, which is better illustrated by the median (Davis 1986). In such highly skewed distributions, the median is lower (Fig. 3 ) Fig. 1 . Locations of the studied granites.
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and less sensitive to extreme scores than the mean (Bickel 2003) . According to the above assessment, I achieve block size evaluation by using the equation
where Smed 1 , Smed 2 , Smed 3 are the median joint spacing obtained by measuring in a perpendicular direction to each discontinuity set (1, 2 and 3). Considering the relation between median spacing and mean spacing (the first is lower), Jmed is higher than J v and consequently the block size value will be worse. Equation (5) is the basis for the WJ definition, according to the factors considered in the following sections.
Joint-set weight
Joint distribution in rock is not random, as there are commonly zones with high density of joints close to massive zones. On the other hand, the area of observation is not geometric, but is a consequence of factors such as soil cover, topography and outcrop shape. Usually one joint set is predominant in granitic rocks. Therefore it is unlikely that each joint set will have an equal number of spacing data. The block size assessment considers joint sets with the same weight, and the values obtained are clouded when joint sets with few data are present. To overcome this limitation, I propose the weighting of joint sets in agreement with their importance in rock mass. Weighting of each joint set can use several approaches, such as the proportion of the number of joints, the proportion of the total spacing, and the proportion of the number of spacing data. The first approach is not suitable when heavily jointed zones are present in the rock mass, as a small portion of the studied area will influence the index value for the entire area. Furthermore, isolated joints have little influence on rock exploitation and counting them introduces a bias in the outcrop evaluation. Joints with no relation to other joints in the vicinity are common because of factors such as the geometry of the outcrop and soil or lichen cover. For these reasons, some joints are not used in spacing measurements and it is impossible to evaluate accurately their contribution to the subdivision of the rock mass. This situation is clearly represented in Figure 4 , where we can see the relationship between the number of joints and the number of spacing data at the studied sites. The joints with more importance in rock mass subdivision will be enhanced by using the number of spacing data or their sum. Considering the number of spacing data of each joint set (NS si , i = 1, 2, 3, . . .), the total number of spacing data in joint sets (NS js ) and the number of joint sets (N js ), the joint-set weighting (W NS i , i = 1, 2, 3, . . .) is calculated with the equation
When the sum of spacing is taken into account, joint-set weighting (W SS i , i = 1, 2, 3, . . .) is as follows:
where SS si is the sum of spacing data in each joint set (i = 1, 2, 3, . . .), SS js is the total sum of spacing data in joint sets and N js is the number of joint sets. With these formulae the joint sets will be considered according to 
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their importance in the joint pattern, otherwise their weight will be equal to unity.
Random joints
This factor is influenced by the number of observations, as usually 15-20% of the discontinuities are classified as random joints (Wang et al. 2003) . Therefore, their weight must be according to their proportion in the joint pattern, otherwise WJ will show an unrealistic increase when there is a high number of random joints. As stated above, a joint is considered as random when it is in a set with a low number of spacing data. Isolated joints (i.e. without data spacing) are rare and were not considered. The weighting of random joints can be determined according to the number or the sum of spacing data of random joints by the equations
where RJ NS and RJ SS are the random joint factors calculated by using respectively the number and the sum of spacing data of random joints, NS rj is the number of spacing data of random joints, NT is the total number of spacing data, SS rj is the sum of spacing data of random joints and ST is the total sum of the spacing data. Random joint factors (RJ NS and RJ SS ) usually take values above 0.5, having a similar mean (RJ NS = 0.22; RJ SS = 0.24). RJ SS is higher than RJ NS because the spacing data from random joints are slightly higher than those of joint sets, but this difference is not significant. In the studied granites, the proportion of spacing data from random joints decreases with the rise of the number of spacing data, and the same occurs with RJ NS and RJ SS in relation to the number of joints (Fig. 5) . Thus there is an abnormal increase of WJ in places with few joints and spacing data. Observation zones with larger areas will give a more correct image of the fracture pattern, avoiding underestimation of the mineral potential of the rock mass.
Jointing geometry
Block size estimation does not consider the geometry of the joint sets, but when two sets are not perpendicular the yield of a mineral deposit will be lower. Joint patterns with more than two sub-vertical joint sets are very restrictive in granite exploitation and any recovery index must consider this fact. The geometric factor (Gf) is proposed, defined according to the angles between joint sets:
where j i and j z are joint sets. Joint patterns with two perpendicular joint sets give Gf = 0, whereas lower angles and more than two joint sets will increase the Gf value. In the studied granites, Gf has lower values, as two nearly perpendicular sub-vertical joint sets are common. The overall mean of Gf is 0.15 and the number of joint sets obviously increases the Gf value ( Table 2) .
Definition of Weighted Jointing
In this section the equations for WJ computation are presented, considering the factors recognized above, such as the joint-set weighting (W NS and W SS ), the random joint factor (RJ NS and RJ SS ), and the geometric factor (Gf). Considering the number of spacing data, the weighted jointing (W NS J) is given by the equation 
where S i is the mean spacing, W NS i is the joint-set weight (equation (6)), RJ NS is the random joint weight (equation (8)), and Gf is the geometric factor (equation (10)).
When the sum of spacing data is considered, weighted jointing (W SS J) is defined as follows:
where S i is the mean spacing, W SS i is the joint-set weight (equation (7)), RJ SS is the random joint weight (equation (9)), and Gf is the geometric factor (equation (10)). Weighted jointing can also be estimated using the median spacing:
where Smed i is the median joint spacing obtained by measuring in a perpendicular direction to each discontinuity set. It is possible to estimate the rock-block size with several equations, according to different factors (Table 3) .
Application
In the studied areas, the block size assessment was performed by using J v (equation (2)), Jmed (equation (5)), and the various versions of Weighted Jointing (W NS J, equation (11), W NS Jmed, equation (12), W SS J, equation (13) and W SS Jmed, equation (14)). These indices best fit gamma (J v and Jmed) and lognormal (other indices) distributions, as represented in Figure 6 . Analysis of the distributions of these indices indicates that in their comparison we should use the median instead of the mean. As expected from the relationship between mean and median spacing (Fig. 3) , Jmed is higher than J v . The use of the geometric factor (Gf) and the random joints factor (RJ NS , RJ SS ) increases the index value. Despite the random joints factor taking higher values when we consider the sum of spacing data (RJ SS > RJ NS ), W NS Jmed is higher than W SS Jmed. The explanation for this difference comes from the numerous spacing data in joint sets with low median spacing. W NS Jmed has higher values and its use is proposed to diminish the risk in choosing the best places for granite exploration.
These indices are related, as is evident from the high values of the Spearman rank correlation coefficients (Table 4) , and regression analysis makes it possible to predict one index from another. In Figure 7 we can see some of the relationships between the indices, which all have high determination coefficients (R 2 ). Considering W NS Jmed = 2.0 as the threshold for profitable rock exploitation (Munõz de la Nava et al., 1989; García, 1996) , the study areas must be rearranged in terms of their suitability for quarrying. With this boundary (W NS Jmed = 2.0) and the correlations established in this study (Fig. 7) , areas with J v >1.30 or Jmed >1.69 are not suitable for quarrying. In fact, the new results show a clear diminution of the number of exploitable places, from 67 (72.8% of the total) to 47 (51.1% of the total) (Fig. 8) , when we use the W NS Jmed index instead of J v . The number of studied areas is very different from granite to granite, making it unfeasible to use mean values, and making the comparison between different granites difficult. When we use several approaches in block size assessment the difference in the suitability for quarrying is obvious. By means of the W NS Jmed index, four granites have a mean greater than 2.0 (PS, Pedras Salgadas; AS, Águas Santas; VG, Vale das Gatas; AR, Arejadouro) whereas using the J v index only one (AS, Águas Santas) exceeds the limit. The result obtained in Pedras Salgadas granite (observation in quarries) is atypical and may be a consequence of the set geometry at the time of the field study. In fact, this granite, like the others, has areas where the density of jointing is higher, and when exploitation occurs across these areas the density of jointing will obviously increase. Another important factor to consider in this analysis is the observation along the face slopes, which is different from observations of rock outcrops in the other granites. This avoids the observation of a large number of joints, and influences the identification of joint sets as shown by Sonmez et al. (2004) , and a higher percentage of joints will be classified as random. Despite these considerations, which are always present in such an assessment, the values obtained express the importance of using a block size index considered as an image of the degree of jointing. The block size evaluation without the factors referred to above will not give a clear image of the degree of jointing, and consequently leads to poor quarry management. The proposed factors introduce small variations in the WJ indices; however, these differences are important in quarry management to define the places where exploration is profitable. According to the method employed in this study, the relationships encountered are valid for these granites, and caution must be used in their extrapolation to other rocks or tectonic settings. The implementation of Weighted Jointing must be tested in other places or rocks for confirmation and improvement.
Conclusions
Quarry management is extremely dependent on the joint pattern, and any inaccuracy in its identification and characterization will have consequences in the estimated deposit yield. For these reasons, it is important to 
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analyse the factors that influence the computation of the block size and improve their estimation to avoid inaccuracies. Information about jointing such as joint orientation, number of joint sets and respective orientation, spacing of each joint set and spacing of random joints is acquired in the rock mass surface, and thus sampling orientation biases associated with linear surveys may be avoided. The median spacing is a better way to represent the central tendency of the spacing distribution, and therefore it should be used instead of the mean spacing. Consequently, the indices estimated with median spacing are higher than those using the mean. I propose the weighting of joint sets according to the number (W NS ) or the sum (W SS ) of spacing data, the weighting of the random joints according to the number (RJ NS ) or the sum (RJ SS ) of spacing data, and the weighting of the joint pattern geometry by using the geometric factor (Gf). Four types of jointing weighting were defined according to the number or sum of spacing data and the mean or median spacing (W NS J, W NS Jmed, W SS J, and W SS Jmed), always considering the random joints and geometric factor. The distribution of the proposed indices best fits a lognormal theoretical distribution. The indices W NS Jmed and W SS Jmed furnish similar values, but the first is slightly higher as a consequence of the lower median spacing of the joint sets with more data and therefore is the most appropriate. The mean W NS Jmed value obtained for the studied granites is 2.33, whereas the mean J v is 1.56. Regression analysis indicates a strong relation between the studied indices, establishing 1.30 as the J v threshold for profitable quarrying. These results emphasize the importance of considering factors other than the number of joint sets and mean spacing in block size assessment. Despite the number of study sites and the data considered in this study, it is recommended that this method should be applied in other granites in different tectonic settings.
